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All of us must stand against hatred in all of its forms. 

                                                                                         Barrack Obama 

Israel mourns the wanton murder of innocent worshippers. 

                                                                                           Benjamin Netanyahu 

White supremacist terrorism must be condemned by leaders everywhere. 

                                                                                            Hillary Clinton 

People of all faiths must condemn these attacks and call out those who encourage 

Islamophobia. 

                                                                                             Madeleine Albright 

These are excerpts from some of the messages of condolence sent to New Zealand by ‘world 

leaders’ after the Christchurch massacre. There is no point in giving more names because all 

politicians and public figures would say the same, as they should, given the monstrosity of the 

crime. 

Obama, Netanyahu, Clinton, and Albright have been chosen because they have been 

responsible for acts of murder infinitely greater than the slaughter of 50 Muslims in New 

Zealand. 

The victims of their crimes and the crimes of their political predecessors in the past three 

decades run into the millions. Brenton Tarrant terrorized Muslims in two mosques in one 

country. They have terrorized Muslim populations in a number of countries. He has violated 

New Zealand law. They have violated international law. He will be punished but they never 

are. 

Obama, Netanyahu, Clinton, and Albright have never uttered a word of remorse for the crimes 

they have committed. Not once has the head of any western government expressed regret for 

the millions of people killed in Muslim countries over the past three decades, not with Brenton 

Tarrant’s semi-automatic firearms, but bombs, missiles, and tank fire or, in the case of Syria, 

with the armed gangs set loose like attack dogs. 

When asked whether she thought the ‘price’ paid for the first Gulf War (1991) and the decade 

of sanctions that followed, which took the lives of 500,000 children, was worth it, Madeleine 

Albright replied: ‘We think the price is worth it.’ 

For these governments and politicians, the price is always worth it as long as someone else 

pays. Even now there is nothing but estimates of how many Iraqis were killed or died as a result 

of the two wars launched against their country but the figure hovers around three million since 

1991. 

https://ahtribune.com/christchurch


On top of this are the millions of wounded, many disabled for life, and the children born with 

deformities because of the use of uranium-depleted weapons. 

Senior UN officials described the war and decade of sanctions against Iraq as genocide. No 

horror was expressed in the media for the enormous crimes that had been committed almost 

wholly against Muslims, men, women, and children as innocent as Brenton Tarrant’s 

victims.  Except on the margins, no demands were ever made for those responsible to face 

justice. 

Every Tuesday Obama sat in his office and signed the death warrant for Yemenis or Somalis 

targeted in drone missile strikes that were totally illegal under international law. Thousands 

have been killed in these attacks, many if not most of them civilians, men, women and a lot of 

children. They are all Muslims. Did any of the politicians sending condolences to New Zealand 

and condemning terrorism ever bend their heads in shame at the killings in Yemen or Somalia 

and demand moral accountability and legal responsibility? 

Has even one of them condemned Benjamin Netanyahu for the crimes committed against 

Muslims in Palestine, for the massacres of the innocent by sniper fire, missile strike, and 

artillery fire? Is the killing of Muslim children somehow different in New Zealand and 

Palestine? 

After the destruction of Libya, Hillary Clinton laughed when told Muammar al Qadhafi had 

been killed, most brutally. This was her war, Obama’s war, a war of deceit that was carried on 

for seven months, destroying the most developed country in Africa and killing thousands. They 

were all Muslims. What else did Libya represent but Clinton’s ‘white supremacist terror,’ the 

same terror that has been delivered across the Muslim world by western governments for the 

past 200 years. 

In Syria an estimated half a million people have been killed in a war orchestrated by western 

governments and their regional ‘allies.’ Their weapons of choice, the terrorist groups they have 

armed and financed, have assassinated, massacred and slaughtered in every way possible, 

thinkable and unthinkable. 

Nearly all of their victims have been Muslims. In the face of this slaughter their paymasters, 

procurers, and enablers have remained morally mute, save for trying to blame the Syrian 

government for the war they initiated. 

Over decades these enormous crimes have forced millions of people out of their wrecked 

countries. They have fled in all directions. Many have drowned in the Mediterranean trying to 

reach the presumed safety of Europe. Boats headed in the direction of Australia, only to be 

turned back at sea or for the desperate people they were carrying to be locked up in ‘detention 

centers’ if they managed to slip through. Many sank and many men, women, and children 

drowned.   

Australia was a willing participant in the wars that destroyed their homes yet refused them 

entry, abusing them as ‘queue jumpers.’ They were locked up behind razor wire in the middle 

of the desert so the Australian people could not see them and feel sorry for them. All were 

Muslims and many were children, treated as cruelly as the adults.      



No matter how many millions of innocent people are killed in the Middle East, the designation 

of terrorist is reserved for Brenton Tarrant or the Islamic State, not for the western governments 

and the gangs they and their regional allies have employed in Syria to do their dirty work. 

The same media that has covered up the monstrous crimes committed against Muslims in the 

Middle East can now talk of nothing else but the danger of white supremacists, not the far 

greater danger that Muslims around the world have always faced from western governments. 

Brenton Tarrant, the Islamic state, Israel, the US and its ‘allies’ and the armed groups they are 

sponsoring in Syria are all joined at the hip. Terror is terror whether state or individual. Brenton 

Tarrant now has to face the consequences of what he has done. The politicians who have 

destroyed Middle Eastern countries don’t. 

There is a law for Brenton Tarrant. There is no law for the politicians. Tarrant will be jailed for 

life for the murder of 50 Muslims. Politicians responsible for the deaths of millions of Muslims 

never seen the inside of a jail.  We have a system of international law but only in theory. In 

practice, when the massive crimes of the powerful are involved, it does not work. It is broken. 

Claud Cockburn (father of Patrick) called the 1930s the ‘devil’s decade.’ The devils were 

human, of course: nationalist socialists and fascists destroying Spain, Italian fascists poison- 

gassing Ethiopians and Japanese fascists slaughtering Chinese. Now, since the 1990s, we have 

had nearly three devil’s decades. 

Today’s western liberal democracies – as they are called – are doing exactly what the fascists 

did in the 1930s. Instead of Spain, we have Syria. Instead of Guernica, we have had Fallujah. 

Country after country has been destroyed by these liberal democrats in their grey suits and 

pastel ties. Do they really need to wear black or brown uniforms for people to recognize them 

for the killers that they are? 

In their pursuit of power, they have no more respect for international law than the fascists and 

national socialists did in the 1930s. They have no respect for human life over there. 

Yet when it comes to the killing of Muslims over here, they, and their outliers in the media are 

shocked, appalled and outraged at this senseless act of terror. Brenton Tarrant is a sick, 

depraved and twisted individual but so is Benjamin Netanyahu and so are the politicians 

responsible for the deaths of millions of Muslims in distant countries. Over there, not here, and 

that is what counts. 
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